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Efficient coding model of retina
(Karklin & Simoncelli 2012)
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Figure 1: a. Schematic of the model (see text for description). The goal is to maximize information
transfer between images x and the neural response r, subject to metabolic cost of firing spikes. b.
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Information
about the stimulus is conveyedbboth by the arrangement
of the filters and the steepness
of the neural nonlinearities. Top: two neurons
16 encode two stimulus components16(e.g. two pixels of
an image, x1 and x2 ) with linear filters (black lines) whose output is passed through scalar nonlinear
functions (thick color lines; thin color lines show isoresponse contours at evenly spaced output
levels). The steepness of the nonlinearities specifies the precision with which each projection is
represented: regions of steep slope correspond to finer partitioning of the input space, reducing the
uncertainty about the input. Bottom: joint encoding leads to binning of the input space according to
the isoresponse lines above. Grayscale shading indicates the level of uncertainty (entropy) in regions
of the input (lighter shades correspond to higher uncertainty). Efficient codes optimize this binning,
subject to input distribution, noise levels, and metabolic costs on the outputs.
1
Parameter λj specifies the trade-off between1information gained by firing more spikes,
and the cost
of generating
them. It is difficult to obtain a biologically
valid estimate for
and
1
16 this parameter,
1
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Cones sample the light
intensity distribution over the
joint domain of space and
wavelength I(x, y, λ)
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Tiling by retinal ganglion cells

Cone vs. retinal ganglion cell spacing
as a function of eccentricity
RGC’s

Cones

Smoothing and subsampling by retinal ganglion cells

Parvo- and Magno-cell dendritic field diameter
as a function of eccentricity

Magno
(parasol)

Parvo
(midget)

(from parasol)

Temporal information loss in the macaque early visual system

(from midget)

(Horwitz, 2020)

Parvo and Magno cells encode complementary
aspects of spatio-temporal structure

(from Van Essen & Anderson 1995)
Ocko, S., Lindsey, J., Ganguli, S., & Deny, S. The emergence of multiple retinal
cell types through efficient coding of natural movies. NeurIPS 2018.

Foveated sampling

Active vision in jumping spiders

(Wayne Maddison)

(Bair & Olshausen, 1991)

Weakly electric fish

Lewicki et al.

Scene analysis in the

Object recognition in electric scenes

The mormyrid’s object recognition and discrim
have been explored through behavioral studies
and Schwarz, 2002; von der Emde, 2004; von
2010). By assessing performance on simple asso
has been shown that electric fish are capable of
the shape of objects (e.g., cube vs. pyramid), ev
plex and variable backgrounds. Doing so is non
the electric fields from multiple objects will su
create a seemingly complex electric image on t
tor array. Thus, the animal must solve a figure-g
similar to that in vision or audition, in which the
butions of background or clutter must be discou
properly discern an object. Perhaps even more i
fact that the animal can generalize to recognize
independent of their material properties (metal o
tance. It can discriminate small from large object
distance. Thus, the animal is capable of extractin
the environment from the complex electrorecepto
despite variations due to material properties or
nevertheless make correct judgments about the s
objects.
Active perception during foraging

FIGURE 5 | Scene analysis in electroreception. The “electric image” of
the external environment is determined by the conductive properties of

When foraging for food, mormyrids utilize th
“foveas” in an active manner to search and insp
two foveas are composed of a high density regi
ceptors, one on the nasal region, and the other
Schnauzenorgan (Bacelo et al., 2008). Unknown
approached and inspected by the ventral nasal o
more finely inspected by the Schnauzenorgan (
2006). When foraging, the animal engages in
behavior in which it bends its head down at
the nasal fovea is pointing forward or slightly
scans the Schnauzenorgan from side to side ac
to search for prey. When a prey item is detected (p

Low resolution

High resolution

Foveated sampling

Retinal ganglion cell spacing as a function of eccentricity

∆E ≈ .01(|E| + 1)
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Human eye movements during viewing of an image

Yarbus (1967)
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Learning the glimpse window sampling array
(Cheung, Weiss & Olshausen, 2017)

Object identity

•

Network is trained to correctly
classify the digit in the scene.

•

To do this it must find a digit and
move its glimpse window to that
location.

Control

Recurrent network

Glimpse

Scene

Example MNIST scenes
Figure 1: A: Diagram of single kernel filter parameterized by a mean µi and variance

i

B: First row

Evolution of the sampling array during training

Learned sampling arrays for different conditions

Translation only
(Dataset 1)

Translation only
(Dataset 2)

Translation & zoom
(Dataset 1)

Translation & zoom
(Dataset 2)
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most of the variance in dendritic field size can be
most of the variance in dendritic field size can be
attributed to differences in ganglion cell density.
attributed to differences in ganglion cell density.
As a check on the accuracy of our ganglion cell
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counts we used them to estimate the total number of
counts we used them to estimate the total number of
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turn, be compared with published estimation of the
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in primates,h.h’ then approximately
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Comparison to primate retina
Our intention was to show which cell types project
Our intention was to show which cell types project
to the magno- and parvocellufar layers of the lateraf
to the magno- and parvocellufar layers of the lateraf
geniculate nucleus and to estimate the percentage of
geniculate nucleus and to estimate the percentage of
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A Foveated Image Sensor in Standard CMOS Technology
Robert Wodnicki, Gordon W. Roberts, Martin D. Levine
Department of Electrical Engineering, McGill University,
Montrkal, Qukbec, CANADA, H3A 2A7
Abstract
We describe the design a n d implementation of a CMOS
foveated image sensor for use in mobile robotic and machine vision applications. T h e sensor is biologically motivated and performs a spatial image transformation from
Cartesian t o log-polar coordinates. As opposed t o traditional approaches, t h e sensor benefits from a high degree
of integration, minimal power consumption a n d ease of
manufacture due t o the use of a standard 1.2pm ASIC
CMOS process. T h e prototype imager operates at 28
frames/sec when interfaced t o a PC.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction

Mapping template

Periphery image

Foveation is a biologically motivated image transformation which has attracted the interest of researchers in the
fields of computer vision and robotics. Its principle adA CCD imager whose sampling structure is loosely modeled after thevantages are t h e realization of a high degree of image
biological visual system is described. Its architecture and advantages overcompression as well as the property of scale and rotation
Figure 1: T h e foveated mapping
conventional cameras for pattern recognition are discussed. The sensor hasinvariance [2]. T o date various computational implemenembedded in its structure a logarithmic transformation that makes it size andtations [3][6], as well as a fully custom CCD [a] image senrotation invariant. Simulations on real images using the actual sensorsor have been proposed. While these approaches achieve constant photoreceptor density located near the cent
geometry have been performed to study the sensor performance for 2Dadequate performance, they nevertheless suffer from the the retinal plane. Outside the fovea, in the region kn
need for considerable support resources such as networks as the periphery, visual acuity decreases as a functio
pattern recognition and object tracking.
of DSP processors and digital frame-grabbers. These reA CCD imager consisting of 30 concentric circles and 64 sensors persources may be readily available in a laboratory environ- radial distance from the center of the retina, due t o
circle, whose pixel size increases linearly with eccentricity has beenment for use with a tethered robot, however truly au- tial averaging of incident intensity performed over reg
fabricated. The central part has a constant resolution with 102 photocells.tonomous mobile systems will require foveated sensors known as receptzve fields.
The CCD is made in a three phase buried channel technology with triplewhich are extremely compact and energy efficient. Re- Based on psychophysical experiments, researchers
cent advances in VLSI technology have made poissible the
poly and double metal layers. Preliminary results of the testing are givenimplementation of image sensors using standard CMOS characterized the image transformation performed by
showing the validity of the design.
ASIC’s [4]. Such image sensors benefit from the integra- visual pathway in mathematical terms. This nonli
tion of image sensing and image processing functions on image transformation is known as the log-polar or fove
the189
same die, yielding a vast reduction in power consump- mapping. Fig. 1 illustrates how the mapping is
tion and system mass. These savings make possible the
Image
coordinates
are mapped from the o
Figure 5: foveated
Photomicrograph
the CMOS
foveated
sensor
realization of a completely self-contained
image offormed.
nal
image
via
a
mapping
template
(a) t o separate im
sensor for use on mobile robots. We have designed, fabC. Mead et al. (eds.), Analog VLSI Implementation of Neural Systems
for
t
h
e
fovea
and
the
periphery
(b).
D a t a in the orig
ricated and tested such a device for use in a robot eye for
© Kluwer Academic Publishers 1989
an autonomous robot system [3]. In the present discus- image corresponding t o the fovea undergoes a one-to
sion we summarize key design issues and give iresults of mapping t o the fovea image. D a t a corresponding t o
Figure 8: Photograph of the fovea, conslstmg of 102
the functioning sensor.
periphery undergoes a many-to-one mapping in whic
photosensitive cells, and the first ten concentric

